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University Student Faculty Committee 2018-2019 
Meeting 3  

 
 

Date: Tuesday, February 5, 2019 

Time: 6:15 pm. 

Location: West Hall room 310. 

Attendance: 

Name Position Attendance 

President Fadlo Khuri President, Chairperson Absent 

Dean Talal Nezameddin Dean of Student Affairs Present 

Dr. Charbel Tarraf Associate Dean of Student Affairs Absent 

Ms. Hiba Hamade Coordinator of Student Activities  Absent 

Dr. Mohamad Abiad FAFS faculty representative Absent 

Dr. Carmen Geha FAS faculty representative Present 

Dr. Rima Habib FHS faculty representative Present 

Dr. Achraf Makki FM faculty representative Absent 

Dr. Rania Mardini OSB faculty representative Present 

Dr. Issam Srour SFEA faculty representative Absent 

Bentelhoda Rahme FAFS student representative Present 

Ghina Ghayyad FAFS student representative Absent 

Hassan Chamseddine FAS student representative Present 

Hussein Shemali FAS student representative Present 

Michel Bejjani FAS student representative Present 

Saleem Halablab FAS student representative Present 

Satia Al Alam FAS student representative Present 

Gina Zeid FHS student representative Absent 

Hala Haddad FHS student representative Present 

Hussein Khachfe FM student representative Absent 

Tarek Youssef FM student representative Present 

Ali Zayour OSB student Representative Present 
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Jouny Al Roumhein OSB student Representative Present 

Zeina Mikati OSB student Representative Present 

Ali Zeiniddine SFEA student representative Present 

Chadi Falha SFEA student representative Present 

Joey Nseir  SFEA student representative Present 

Omar Al Halabi SFEA student representative Present 

Sacha Dibe SFEA student representative Present 

 
 
Voting members present: 20 
Quorum achieved.  
 
1. Approval of Minutes of Meeting 2. 
2. Proposal by Hassan Chamseddine: Campus events weekly calendar. 
3. Proposal by Satia El Alam: Student-led undergraduate research journals. 
4. Proposal by Ali Zeineddine: Criteria for taking meeting minutes. 
5. Proposal by Hussein Khachfe: FM USFC SRC application. 
6. Proposal by Omar El Halabi: Credit price. 
7. Funding Request by IEEE: Event on Feb 8-10. 
8. Other business. 
 
 
Meeting called to order at 6:25 PM. 
 

1. Approval of Minutes of meeting 2 held on December 5, 2018  

Approval of meeting minutes after minor adjustments in names. 

 

Before starting with the proposals VP Ali Zayour mentioned a few points: 

 The proposals are based on a first come first serve basis. 
 The proposals should be sent to the USFC email only and not CC-ed to any cabinet 

member. 
 When there is a funding request it should be sent the the USFC email and CC-ed to the 

treasurer Hassan Chamseddine. 
 We do not re-imburst any funding requests. 
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 If you miss the meeting of your scheduled proposal it will be pushed till the end of the 
agenda. 

 USFCs cannot have two presentations in one agenda so if someone sent two, one of them 
will be pushed to the other agenda in order for everyone to get his chance. 

 Individual meetings will be schedule with each USFC concerning the split of Medicine 
and Nursing Faculties. 

 USFCs must be really considerate when taking a decision about a funding request. 

2. Campus events weekly calendar proposal by Hassan Chamseddine. 
 
It is important to be active on campus and due to many events, people are sometimes 
unaware when and where these events are. This proposal is about having a weekly 
calendar on the AUB website that covers the events posted by the SAO only. 
 

 Multiple events can be posted in one day. 

 The process is simple and can be done by any editor on the IT staff. 

 This calendar doesn’t require any costs. 

 This proposal doesn’t need funding. 

 A USFC member suggested to add on the proposal a schedule for sports events. 

 Dean Nezameddin stated that there is already a weekly calendar for games posted 
of hostler website. 

 It will be circulated by advertisement from the USFCs and the USFC social media 
accounts. 

 A USFC member suggested to post the calendar weekly on USFC’s Instagram 
page too. 

 
 
Unanimous approval.  
This motion passed.  
. 
 

3. Student-led undergraduate research journals by Satia El Alam. 

Undergraduate research journal is a platform for students to publish their undergraduate 
researches. It helps develop publishing edges for students by advancing knowledge through 
research. The gives opportunity to encourage research and publishes records. It helps AUB to 
reach the worldwide map of universities doing this research. 
 

 Structure of the research journals: 3 type of researches are arts, social sciences and 
humanities, one for engineering and one for natural sciences. 
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 Journals will be bi annual and student led. 

 How it will be implemented and how will it work: we will have editors, reviewers, and a 
web and IT team. 

 Editors will be senior undergraduate students that have previous experience in research. 

 1st recruitment be will done by the USFC, where we will form a subcommittee for the 
research journals in order to select these editors and the board. 

 These editors must undergo training by the writing center. 

 Reviewers will be graduate students from different faculties, they are recruited by the 
editorial board. 

 The IT team must consist of a team of CCE students since it is a journal done and led by 
students their role is to update the website and promote it as well. 

 Journal will not accept fiction, poetry, and creative writing.  

 Previous published researches can’t be published again. 

 Costs of the journal is a maximum of 335$ per year. 
 
 
Discussion: 
 

 Researches that are not allowed to be posted were mentioned but not what is allowed. 

 Comments: poetry & literature theatre are humanities. 

 Students cannot lead a project by IRB. 

 A USFC member asked if it’s the same model as another university or a hybrid? 

 Satia said it’s a hybrid model taken from different universities. 

 A USFC member said that if a teacher helps a student with his research then he would 
prefer that the research be posted on a more famous website. 

 Satia said that teachers should encourage the AUB journal to raise its ranking 
internationally. 

 A USFC asked why is it just for undergraduate students and not for gradute students too. 

 Satia said that the purpose of this journal is to motivate the students and to give 
undergraduate students a platform post researches on. 

 A USFC member suggested to postpone the voting till after Satia does a feasibility test. 

 A USFC member suggested that we form a task force that includes each USFC from each 
faculty to do a feasibility study because it is a good idea that needs to be tested in order to 
work out. 

 Make sure to make sure to address quality assurance propanone.  

 A USFC member stated that the journal being completely student led will not have the 
same equivalence of a professional research since there is no teacher or an experienced 
assistant helping. 

 Dean Nezameddin suggested to put hot topics to grab people’s attention, many agreed. 
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 Dean Nezameddin stated that it is Satia’s proposal and it’s up to her to choose whether to 
form a task force or not. 

 Satia accepted the input from the members.  
 
Motion: 
 

1) Motion to table this proposal till after doing a feasibility test. 
2) Motion to establish a task force. 

 
People who joined the task force: Hala Haddad, Ali zayour, Ali Zeindiddine, Bentelhoda Rahme  
 
VP Ali Zayour stated that after doing this proposal it should be posted under the name of the 
USFCs since many of us will have worked on it. 
 
Dr. Rima Habib said that he should use his power and that it was Satia’s idea and that she should 
be the chair or this proposal. 
 
Satia Al Alam said that she doesn’t mind and that it can be put under the USFCs name. 
 
VP Ali Zayour stated that this proposal was posted in his presentation when he nominated 
himself as VP and that he put Satia’s proposal on the agenda but  all the USFCs will be working 
on it that’s why it should be under the USFCs name. 
 
Dean Nezameddin  said that he remembers that it was on Ali Zayour’s platform but since Satia is 
the one that proposed it, she should chair this task force. 
 
 
 

4. Criteria for taking meeting minutes by Ali Zeineddine. 
 
This proposal states that the meeting minutes should have a certain criteria to follow. This 
criteria includes recording any motion said in the meeting, writing all the names of the USFC 
members should be written when they say an idea but not when a point is repeated. This proposal 
is put in order to show the students that the USFC member that they elected are actually working 
and that each USFC member takes credit for their ideas.   
 
Discussion: 

 The purpose of minutes is to be incentivize  

 Names should only mentioned when action oriented projects. 

 If people insist of being mentioned then they will be mentioned. 
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 A USFC member added that it reflects negatively on the flow of the meeting because 
members will not be comfortable with their discussions. 

 Everyone is held accountable to what they say.  
 
Dr. Geha was dismissed at 7:47 pm. 
 
Motion to vote for this proposal: 
 
Number of votes with: 7 
Number of votes against: 8  
1 abstained 
 
Proposal denied. 
 

5. FM USFC SRC application by Hussein Khachfe. 
 

Since USFC Hussein Khachfe wasn’t able to attend due to an emergency, USFC Hassan 
Chamseddine presented his proposal. 
 
 
This proposal talks about creating an application for SRCs & USFCs. This application sends 
push notifications about what the representatives have changed or any updates they have. This 
application also includes feedback that students can send to their representatives to show their 
concern.  
 

 Comments are to be seen by the representative bodies. 

 All members can view them but only cabinet members can reply. 

 The name of the representatives that answer the feedback shouldn’t show. 
 
 
Discussion: 

 A USFC member suggested to add it to the AUB application since it is secured and 
already many people have it. 

 Concern: How will we reply to all the students? Based on what? 

 A USFC member suggested no replies. 

 A USFC member pointed out that the social media accounts are not followed by many 
people so creating a whole application just for notifications from representatives won’t be 
downloaded by many people. 

 
Proposal is tabled to the next meeting to discuss the full details with Hussein Khachfe. 
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Dr. Rania Mardini  and Hussein Shemali where dismissed at 8:03 pm. 
 

6. Credit price by Omar El Halabi. 
 

There are a series of courses taken by students doing majors outside their faculty. Examples 

are Math 201, Math 202, Math 218, Phys 210, Phys 211 along a lot of other courses that these 

students need in order to graduate. All faculties at AUB have certain credit prices. The 

problem at hand is the fact that students pay for their courses depending on the faculty they 

belong to and not depending on the department that the course they are taking belongs to. 

This means that 2 students taking the same course with the same teacher end up paying 

different amounts. 

 

 The aim of this proposal is to create equality and fairness in the system of the 
university. A course should have a fixed price and not vary because of the faculty the 
student is in. Which is why I propose to fix a credit price based on the department of 
the course taken and not based on the faculty that the student belongs to. 

 
Discussion: 
 

 Having an engineering degree is different than having any other degree that’s why it is 
more expensive. 

 If the common courses had the same price then the concentration courses would be much 
more expensive so it’s more feasible to have the courses equaled out throughout the 
semester in order not to have a huge change in price from a semester to the other.  

 
 
Michel Bejjani was dismissed at 8:10 pm. 
 

7. Funding Request by IEEE: Event on Feb 8-10. 
 

The club representative introduced the club and its mission. The club has 250 members, they 
hosted 21 events and 2 national events, including the Build It Weekend event which is in 
collaboration with the AUB Robotics Club. President Larissa Abi Nakhle and treasurer of the 
IEEE club visited the USFC meeting to discuss their funding request. This funding request is for 
their annual event about “Build it Weekend” where students come from different universities to 
join this competition. It is free of charge for the participants. In order for this event to pass, the 
club still needs to cover some costs. 
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 The club’s cost includes food, prizes, components, etc.. 

 They need a fund of $2,500 

 It is against the USFC bylaws to fund food and prizes. 

 The IEEE club covered some of the costs from sponsors. 

 After calculating the costs, we can only fund the $2,300 according to the bylaws.  
 
Motion: 
 
Motion to fund the IEEE Club $2,300 for their “Build it Weekend” event. 
 
Unanimous approval.  
This motion passed.  
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:31 PM 
 
Minutes recorded by Secretary Zeina Mikati. 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


